Call to action comes as students prepare to go back to class while COVID cases remain on the rise

By Lloyd Lee

State Sen. Josh Becker and East Palo Alto City Council member Antonio López called on school districts to mandate vaccines for its employees during a joint press conference hosted at the Ravenswood Family Health Center on Aug. 3.

"As we prepare to send our kids back to school, as my wife and I prepare to send our kids back to our public schools, now is the moment for us to create a wall of safety around our kids," Becker, D-Menlo Park, said during the morning event in East Palo Alto.

This academic year, most students are expected to return to the classroom, a move that local, state and federal health officials have urged given the learning loss as well as other health and economic burdens that come with distance learning.

But the urgency to get back inside the classroom also comes as COVID-19 cases are once again on the rise, particularly due to the more infectious delta variant. Eight Bay Area county health officers reinstated mask mandates in indoor settings effective Tuesday, Aug. 3.

All the while, children under 12 years old are still not cleared to receive any of the available vaccines, leaving them vulnerable to the virus.

During the news conference, Becker suggested schools should aim to get 100% of their staff inoculated.

"Even if 80%, 90% of teachers and staff are vaccinated, what if your kid is interacting with the other 10% to 20%?" Becker said. "So let's put our kids first."

The senator also added that he has recently heard of several COVID-19 outbreaks in schools, including at Brentwood Union School District in Contra Costa County.

California and Santa Clara County.

Antonio López, an East Palo Alto City Council member, urges school district employees to get vaccinated against COVID-19 at a press conference at the Ravenswood Family Health Center on Aug. 3.

See SCHOOL EMPLOYEES, page 16

Menlo Park’s child care program director survives COVID-19 after more than two months in hospital

By Kate Bradshaw

Natayla Jones doesn’t remember a lot about her COVID-19 experience.

The woman who for many years has overseen the Menlo Children’s Center and the Belle Haven Child Development Center as director of Menlo Park’s child care programs was hospitalized with a severe case of COVID-19 for nearly two and a half months, from April 25 to July 6.

She’d just come back from Mexico and felt fine, but she got tested as a just-in-case measure, she said in an interview.

"Everybody’s tests came back negative except for mine," she said.

She was feeling fine and checked in with her doctor. Later, she began to cough.

She said her daughter Brooklyn, who also works at the Menlo Children’s Center, took her to the Kaiser hospital in Antioch in the middle of the night after she became kind of delirious, speaking but not making sense.

"That's all I remember," Jones said.

She woke up a month later at a hospital in Santa Clara.

Jones is still piecing together what happened to her while she was hospitalized, but once she did wake up, she said, her recovery seemed to progress remarkably quickly.

"From what I hear from the nurses, there were many people in my same situation that didn't make it," she said. "They expected me to go from the hospital to have to go either (to) a nursing home or a rehab facility, and I was able to come home."

She said she’s still on oxygen support and relies on her family to help her with basic household activities, like cooking meals and using the stairs in their home in Brentwood.

While her family moved to Brentwood in the East Bay about seven years ago, Jones said she was raised in East Palo Alto and spent much of her youth in Menlo Park.

Right now, she’s working on occupational and physical therapy and trying to be patient with her body while it recovers. The experience has made her look at life differently and value the people in her life more, she said.

"Now that I’m home, I know I’m getting stronger each day," she said. "It’s a very, very slow process."

Daughter Brooklyn said the experience was “definitely scary.”

“When she was in the hospital, I had to step up to pay bills and figure out all that,” she said.

The family is receiving disability benefits, but Brooklyn has since returned to work to help with expenses, even while she’s had to help her mom coordinate doctor’s appointments.

Battling vaccine hesitancy

Before contracting COVID-19, the family is receiving disability benefits, but Brooklyn has since returned to work to help with expenses, even while she’s had to help her mom coordinate doctor’s appointments.

See NATAYLA JONES, page 17
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Read up-to-the-minute news on AlmanacNews.com
Stanford Hospital is once again ranked as one of the nation’s top hospitals.

Stanford Hospital is proud to be recognized for patient safety and quality by *U.S. News and World Report* for the seventh year in a row. Thank you to our staff and the entire Stanford Medicine community for your exceptional response in an extraordinary year.
35 RALSTON ROAD, ATHERTON

$15,950,000 • 6 Bed • 7 Bath • 35ralston.com

Marybeth Dorst
650.245.8890
DRE 01345542

782 DIXON WAY, LOS ALTOS

$7,230,000 • 5 Bed • 5.5 Bath • 782dixon.com
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and Anne Wilson Roberts
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DRE 01814885 | DRE 02033636

12195 ALTAMONT COURT, LOS ALTOS HILLS

$4,998,000 • 4 Bed • 3.5 Bath • 12195altamontct.com
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and Anne Wilson Roberts
650.255.6987 | 650.279.5358
DRE 01814885 | DRE 02033636

639 ARASTRADERO ROAD, PALO ALTO

$4,680,000 • 6 Bed • 5 Bath • 639arastradero.com

Carol Li
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3766 REDWOOD CIRCLE, PALO ALTO

$2,198,000 • 3 Bed • 2 Bath • compass.com/agents/lynne-mercer

Lynne Mercer
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DRE 00796211

1335 HOOVER STREET, MENLO PARK

$1,997,000 • 3 Bed • 2.5 Bath • 1335hoover.com

Carol Carnevale, Nicole Aron &
James Steele Team
650.740.7954
DRE 00946687 | 00952657 | 01872027

Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01079009. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only and is compiled from sources deemed reliable but has not been verified. Changes in price, condition, sale or withdrawal may be made without notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footage are approximate.
Register at PaloAltoWeeklyMoonlightRun.com
Indoor mask mandates are back in Bay Area as COVID cases surge

By Kevin Forestieri

Even Bay Area counties announced Monday that residents will be required to wear masks in nearly all indoor settings, marking the first major step in reversing a statewide rollback of public health restrictions in June.

The mask mandate, which began on Tuesday, Aug. 3, comes as COVID-19 cases spike across the Bay Area, with some of the highest case rates since February of this year.

Public health officials said at an Aug. 2 press conference that the delta variant of the virus is far more contagious and now accounts for the vast majority of new cases in the region, requiring protective measures to keep infection rates and COVID-19 hospitalizations under control.

"The delta variant is now the dominant variant in our area," said George Han, Santa Clara County’s deputy public health officer. "And because it’s more contagious, we need more protection, and that comes in the form of masks as the easiest and best tools that we have."

All of the county public health orders are nearly identical, requiring vaccinated and unvaccinated residents alike to wear face coverings when indoors with people who aren’t part of their households.

In San Mateo County, the regulations include a short list of exceptions including work in closed rooms or offices, who aren’t part of their house- holds.

See INDOOR MANDATE, page 14

Portola Valley ‘quieter’ after gas-powered leaf blower ban

By Angela Swartz

Portola Valley has seemed noticeably quieter in the last half year. Councilman John Richards attributes the change to the town’s ban on gasoline-powered leaf blowers, which took effect on Jan. 23.

That doesn’t mean all residents, or their gardeners, have dumped their gas-powered leaf blowers. There have been 49 complaints (including repeat offenders) of people using gas-powered leaf blowers as of July 8. The ban also applies to electric leaf blowers over 65 decibels. The code is flexible and there is no set fine for violations, said Town Manager Jeremy Dennis.

The town is well-staffed to manage violations, he said.

Some 40 people took advantage of the leaf blower trade-in program, which ran from January to June, in which residents could bring town officials their old gas-powered model and receive 40% of the cost of the electric blower up to $120.

Portola Valley paid out about $3,855 for the trade-in program, according to the town.

Portola Valley partnered with Remoov, a South San Francisco-based recycling/repurposing agency that recycles gas-powered leaf blowers.

“I know of several people in town who have stepped up to purchase electric blowers for to pay for police services, and improved interactions with people of color, particularly Black residents.

Others suggested outsourcing the police services to the San Mateo County Sheriff’s Office or launching a pilot program to permit community-based organizations to respond to some emergencies instead of police officers.

How council members responded

The City Council favored having a series of three interactive public discussions about various aspects of policing and creating an advisory committee or commission of community members and police officers to collect input on new policies or changes to the department. Vice Mayor Betsy Nash said she favored not including City Council members on the committee.

However, further details about the advisory committee’s role and who it might answer to were not decided.

The Menlo Park Police Department has for years had an informal advisory group that provided input to the police chief about policing issues that affected residents, such as body-worn cameras and automatic license plate readers, but some council members expressed interest in having a different

See INDOOR MANDATE, page 14
See LEAF BLOWERS, page 16

A year after protests, Menlo Park council launches talks on police reform

By Kate Bradshaw

After more than a year of national tumult over instances of racialized police violence and a subsequent renewed interest in police reform, the Menlo Park City Council began its own community conversations about policing July 29.

During the study session, the council agreed to create a subcommittee, made up of council members Cecilia Taylor and Jen Wolosin, to work with police Chief Dave Norris on an upcoming series of community conversations and assembling an advisory committee to explore changes to policing.

After the murder of George Floyd by a Minneapolis police officer last year, a protest was held June 1 near Menlo Park City Hall and was attended by Cecilia Taylor, the council member serving as mayor at the time, and then-police Chief Dave Bertini.

A couple of weeks later, during a June 18 City Council meeting to discuss police reform ideas and gather public input about the Menlo Park Police Department, Bertini abruptly announced his retirement. Public speakers at the meeting said they wanted changes in the police department: increased data and transparency, improved tracking of police stops, a halt to the city using Facebook funding
Go from mountain top to beach along the epic Pacifica Grand Tour Loop

By Kate Bradshaw

If you’re looking for an epic foot-powered Peninsula adventure, venture no further than the route I’m calling the Pacifica Grand Tour. I didn’t invent it — I found it through the trail website and app AllTrails — but am evangelizing the heck out of it because it’s stunning.

It’s a massive day hike or a gutsy trail run at about 14 miles and 2,900 feet of elevation change, but if you’re up to make a day out of it, it’s got a little bit of everything: wind-swept ocean vistas, fresh eucalyptus groves, a stone labyrinth, historical points involving Cold War missiles and colonial explorations, beaches, opportunities to pick up lunch, snacks or some reading materials along the way, and some serious cardio climbs. Plus, it’s all dog-friendly.

It’ll make you fall in love with Pacifica if you’re not already. And the best part is, you don’t have to deal with weekend Coastside traffic to access it.

Go to isgd/pacificagrandtour to see the route map on AllTrails.

The starting point for the route is at the entrance to the Sweeney Ridge Golden Gate National Recreation Area in San Bruno.

There’s a small parking lot at a dead end on Sneath Lane and you can find somewhere nearby to park, even on busy days, if you’re willing to walk a short distance.

Start by walking through the gate at the Sneath Lane Trailhead lead out to the Golden Gate National Recreation Area property, where you’ll head uphill on a paved road for the first two miles or so.

You’ll get great views of Crystal Springs Reservoir and the fresh scent of eucalyptus trees, but brace for fairly little shade, here and along most of the hike. Once you make it up to the upper part of Sweeney Ridge, you’ll see some pit toilets signaling you’re at the top. Turn right to start what will be about a 10-mile loop.

As you continue on the Sweeney Ridge Trail, you’ll come to some concrete platforms that until 2019 were home to an abandoned Nike missile site. During the 1950s and 60s, these Nike anti-aircraft missiles were set up around the U.S. to combat long-range Soviet bombers during the Cold War, and included 11 sites throughout the Bay Area, according to the National Parks Service. There was a control station atop Sweeney Ridge and a missile launching site at Milagro Ridge. The site at Sweeney Ridge was abandoned by 1974 under the provisions of an arms-reduction treaty, the service noted.

From the Sweeney Ridge Trail you’ll stay to the right onto the Notch Trail.

There’s an easy-to-miss left turn around the 3.5-mile mark as you go toward the backside of Skyline College until you hit the intersection of College Drive and Sharp Park Road. Cross College Drive and continue straight onto Milagro Road into Milagro Ridge. Take the Milagro Ridge Trail to the left onto the Milagro Overlook Trail. Before heading downhill, you may opt to hop up to Milagro Summit or reflect while walking in a spiral along a stone labyrinth overlooking the ocean. The trail will veer left as it curves down the hill toward Highway 1 and Oceana High School.

Follow the loop of Oceana Avenue downhill until it parallels Highway 1, and take it south until you hit Paloma Avenue. Then turn right.

You’ll see PACIFICA GRAND TOUR, page 16

Leave them be or you’ll be sorry

Rash-causing poison oak is abundant this time of year, county warns

By Kate Bradshaw

Poison oak is locally abundant this time of year, the San Mateo County Poison Control System warned in a recent announcement.

The dense shrub known for the oak-like shape of its three-leaflet clusters can trigger physiological symptoms among people who either come into direct contact with the plant or by touching pretty much anything — clothing, shoes, gloves, pets and tools — that has come into contact with the plant. It can have either glossy or dull leaves, and shrubs can range from 1 to 6 feet high.

People adventuring outside are advised to keep in mind the saying, “Leaves of three, let it be,” as an easy way to identify and remember to avoid poison oak, the system stated.

The county’s poison control system reports that people who are allergic to poison oak and are exposed can experience an itchy rash and water blisters between one and six days after coming into contact with the leaves. (And most people are allergic to poison oak, reports the American Academy of Dermatology Association.)

Unfortunately, repeated exposure to poison oak can increase one’s sensitivity to it, the county poison system reports.

To minimize the risk of a negative reaction to poison oak, people should first avoid exposure by wearing boots, gloves and long pants while hiking and stay on trails away from brush where poison oak grows, it advises.

Anyone exposed to poison oak should wash the area exposed thoroughly with lukewarm water and apply rubbing alcohol to help soothe the itching.

Poison oak is abundant along the Alpine Road bike and pedestrian path between Menlo Park and Portola Valley.

Poison oak is abundant along the Pacifica Grand Tour loop trail along Milagro Ridge.

The author jogs along a section of the Pacifica Grand Tour loop trail along Milagro Ridge.

Kate Bradshaw at kbradshaw@almanacnews.com.

Poison oak is abundant along the Alpine Road bike and pedestrian path between Menlo Park and Portola Valley.

The author jogs along a section of the Pacifica Grand Tour loop trail along Milagro Ridge.

Kate Bradshaw at kbradshaw@almanacnews.com.

Poison oak is abundant along the Alpine Road bike and pedestrian path between Menlo Park and Portola Valley.

The author jogs along a section of the Pacifica Grand Tour loop trail along Milagro Ridge.

Kate Bradshaw at kbradshaw@almanacnews.com.
LifeMoves CEO’s ambitious agenda: Build network of housing projects and end homelessness

By Kevin Forestieri

When Aubrey Merriman joined LifeMoves as its new CEO in April, he had to hit the ground running. In just three months, it was operating a homeless shelter in Half Moon Bay and shortly after opened up a 100-unit interim housing facility for the homeless in Mountain View in less than a year.

The work got the attention of state officials, with Gov. Gavin Newsom visiting Mountain View to praise LifeMoves and its new approach to housing the homeless.

In an interview, Merriman said he wants to keep the momentum going, laying out a path for Menlo Park-based LifeMoves to grow immensely in the coming years. His plan is a tenfold replication of the quick-turnaround housing project in Mountain View spread through the greater Bay Area, with an ultimate goal of solving the regional homelessness crisis. It’s going to require a surge in funding and political willpower on the part of local cities, he said, but it’s no longer acceptable for Silicon Valley to have incredible wealth alongside abject poverty.

“How is it that in the richest area we can still have people who are plummeting into homelessness?” Merriman said. “We have CEOs who are building shelters and self-driving cars, but we aren’t finding a solution to end homelessness once and for all.”

Merriman has spent most of his career in the nonprofit world, mostly in youth development. He served as CEO of Boys & Girls Clubs of North San Mateo County, before that working in a leadership role with Special Olympics Northern California and Nevada. He said he always had an affinity for working with marginalized communities, and that the opportunity to help those grappling with housing affordability felt too important to walk away from.

LifeMoves was already growing pretty quickly when he was hired, with more than two dozen homeless housing sites in Santa Clara and San Mateo counties. But new plans announced by Merriman in May call for something even more ambitious: A network of interim homeless housing projects throughout the region, each built from the ground up, with a total cost of around $250 million. The plans hinge on replicating LifeMoves Mountain View, which was built in six months and cost $25 million — a price tag that includes the cost of land and running the 100-unit facility.

The homes themselves are prefabricated, modular units that are arranged like Lego bricks on-site, making it much cheaper and quicker than traditional construction. Homeless residents are expected to stay for 90 to 120 days before landing a permanent place to live, making a critical step between being on the street and moving into an apartment.

Merriman said the Bay Area is not on pace to build enough traditional housing for all of its homeless residents, and that these interim housing projects can make a huge dent in the problem in a short amount of time. It provides those who are living in parking lots and in encampments a bed and a safe space, giving them a dignified place to live where they won’t be hassled by law enforcement.

“While permanent housing is the ultimate long-term goal, it’s expensive and takes years to build,” he said. “We need to add capacity today. Our unhoused neighbors need to be brought indoors today. The streets can no longer be the waiting room.”

In order to build out the network of homeless housing projects, Merriman said local city councils will have to keep an open mind and be willing to solve the problem locally rather than shift the problem to the next town over. His hope is that LifeMoves Mountain View will be an example for other cities, showing that interim housing can be woven into the community and blend right in, and can one day be viewed as a public resource not unlike a library or a post office.

As for the money to pay for it, Merriman said he is openly leaning on corporate sponsor-ship and massive tech companies in the area to pitch in, and that he cannot harbor any shame or shyness around making the big financial ask.

Far too often public benefit corporations try to dance around that, but the situation is too dire for me to speak in code,” he said. “Silicon Valley has big hearts and big wallets.”

While LifeMoves has traditionally operated in San Mateo and Santa Clara counties — it runs shelters for homeless families in Menlo Park, Redwood City, San Mateo, Daly City and San Jose — Merriman said the organization is looking at options across all nine Bay Area counties. Possible projects even farther away would likely need to be spearheaded by another organization, he said, but LifeMoves could still provide resources to get the ball rolling.

Homelessness has been a perennial problem in the region, and it’s getting worse. The latest census from 2019 found that homelessness is surging in many Bay Area counties, and that the vast majority do not have access to a homeless shelter.

Despite the daunting task, Merriman stands by his goal of eliminating homelessness, and that LifeMoves has the road map to get there.

“Supportive interim housing solutions can visibly and dramatically impact the homeless crisis in much the same ways as the pandemic impacted traffic,” he said. “This is part of what fuels my optimism and conviction.”

Email Staff Writer Kevin Forestieri at kforestieri@mv-voice.com.

Real Estate Q&A
by Monica Corm an

Are Masks Required?

Dear Monica: My home is on the market now and I am still living there. May I insist all visitors wear masks? Jenny L.

Dear Jenny: Yes, you may set the mask and other Covid protocol rules that you want. Some companies have already told employees not to come back to the office unless they can show proof that they are vaccinated. Most Bay Area counties have just mandated indoor mask use. This includes real estate open houses whether or not you are vaccinated.

Contact me at monica@monicacorman.com: Office: 650-465-5971, COMPASS. WSJ Nationally Ranked. Real Trends Bay Area Top 100 Agents.

Grand Re-Opening Celebration!

Saturday, August 28, 10am–2pm

Please join us in our newly refurbished Avenidas Rose Kleiner Center and see where we put our day-caring skills to work.

For everyone’s safety, social distancing and masks are required (masks will be available).

Dear Jenny: Yes, you may set the mask and other Covid protocol rules that you want. Some companies have already told employees not to come back to the office unless they can show proof that they are vaccinated. Most Bay Area counties have just mandated indoor mask use. This includes real estate open houses whether or not you are vaccinated.

Contact me at monica@monicacorman.com: Office: 650-465-5971, COMPASS. WSJ Nationally Ranked. Real Trends Bay Area Top 100 Agents.

Grand Re-Opening Celebration!

Saturday, August 28, 10am–2pm

Please join us in our newly refurbished Avenidas Rose Kleiner Center and see where we put our day-caring skills to work.

For everyone’s safety, social distancing and masks are required (masks will be available).

Email Staff Writer Kevin Forestieri at kforestieri@mv-voice.com.

Enjoy refreshments
Entertainment
Facility tours
And chance to win door prizes!

Avenidas Rose Kleiner Center
www.avenidas.org/care

Quality day-caring for Your Aging Loved One!
For everyone’s safety, social distancing and masks are required (masks will be available).

Admission is free but RSVP required. To reserve your spot, schedule a specific time for your tour or ask any questions about the event, please email Susan Lam at slam@avenidas.org or call (650) 289-5499.
Woodside moves ballot measure election to November

By Angela Swartz

Woodside will have to wait an extra two months to vote on changing zoning to allow for more outdoor community gathering spaces. The special election, originally set for Sept. 7, has been moved to Nov. 2 because San Mateo County doesn’t allow for elections immediately after a holiday (Labor Day).

Town Clerk Jennifer Li said the San Mateo County Elections Office caught the error prior to printing the ballots for the measure, which would change zoning so a parking lot behind Buck’s Restaurant on Woodside Road can be developed. The measure would also allow for a parcel of land next to the Woodside Community Museum to be developed into an outdoor amphitheater.

“The town needed to pick a new date and go through the process again,” she said in an email. In June, the council originally approved putting the measure on a ballot in September. On July 28, the council called a special election on Nov. 2, she said.

Current land use regulations limit two residentially zoned pieces of land adjacent to the Town Center, a town-owned complex along Woodside Road from Whiskey Hill Road to Roberts Market that includes government buildings and commercial businesses, and Cañada Corners at the Cañada Road intersection (owned by Roberts Market). To overturn these rules, established by ballot measures J and 1 in 1988 and 1989, respectively, residents must submit a petition to the town for a ballot measure to get voter approval.

The measure, which needs a simple majority in favor to pass, would allow the property behind Cañada Corners to be outfitted with surface parking to accommodate permanent outdoor dining, trails and play structures, all of which are now prohibited. It would also allow for the possible construction of a public building — an amphitheater or gazebo — for community events in the residentially zoned Town Center area.

Measure J, approved by the voters in 1988, prohibited development of commercial or office space on a then vacant, town-owned parcel near where Town Hall is now located. It also required residential properties within and adjoining Town Center to remain in residential use unless commercial parking on those properties had been permitted prior to June 1, 1988.

Measure 1, approved by the voters the following year, created an exception to Measure J’s requirement that residential parcels in Town Center remain in residential use. Upon its approval by the voters, residentially zoned parcels in the Woodside Road Whiskey Hill Road Parking Assessment District were authorized to be improved to provide access, parking and open space — as shown in the 1989 Town Center site plan — so long as at least 50% of the residential parcels were maintained in open space. Approval of Measure 1 allowed the town to construct Town Hall parking and access improvements which now serve Town Hall, commercial businesses in the Town Center and the public.

Arguments for and against the ballot measure are due to the county on Aug. 10. Instructions for submission can be found at smcacre.org.

A parcel of land next to the Woodside Community Museum could be developed into an outdoor amphitheater if a November ballot measure passes.

Email Staff Writer Angela Swartz at aswartz@almanacnews.com.
Sheryl Sandberg donates $10K to Menlo Park school district parcel tax measure campaign

By Angela Swartz

Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg gave $10,000 last month to support the Menlo Park City School District (MPCSD) parcel tax measure campaign effort. Her donation constituted about a quarter of the total contributions the campaign received for the period starting May 19 and ending June 30. The proposed tax will appear on the Nov. 2 ballot.

Sandberg, who lives in Menlo Park, made the donation to the “Committee to Support Menlo Park Schools Yes on Parcel Tax Measure” on June 21. The committee raised $40,275 from May to June to support the measure, which would provide $4.6 million annually for 12 years. Statements show a total of 65 donations made.

Notable donors associated with the district included: board President Sherwin Chen, $3,500; trustee Stacey Jones, $250; trustee David Ackerman, $200; Terry Thysgesen, former trustee, $2,500; and trustee Francesca Segrè, $250. Trustee Scott Saywell was the only board member who didn’t contribute to the committee during the latest campaign finance reporting period.

San Mateo County Community College District trustee John Pimentel contributed $250. Menlo Park City Councilwoman Jennifer Wolosin gave $200.

During the reporting period, the campaign spent nearly $6,800. The bulk of the expenses were $5,000 for campaign consulting fees from Whitehurst/Mosher Campaign Strategy and Media, a political consulting firm hired by the district to advise on the parcel tax.

This isn’t the first time Sandberg has supported the district’s parcel tax measures. In 2016, she donated $10,000 to the campaign for the district’s unsuccessful attempt to pass two other parcel tax measures.

The proposed tax, which requires two-thirds voter approval to pass and has not yet been named by the Elections Office, would replace the district’s Measure X, which passed in 2017 with an initial annual rate of $360 per parcel for $2.83 million annually. The measure expires in July 2022.

Email Staff Writer Angela Swartz at aswartz@almanacnews.com.

Superintendents: Kids should begin school year in classrooms

By Eli Walsh/Bay City News Service

School superintendents in six counties and the city of Berkeley jointly announced their support July 30 for full in-person classes for the entirety of the 2021-2022 school year.

The announcement came from superintendents in Santa Clara, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo and Alameda counties in addition to the city of Berkeley and aligns with guidance from the California Department of Public Health that encourages schools across the state to reopen with modifications.

The guidance from the CDPH states that all students should have access to “full, in person learning” with safety precautions in place, including more targeted quarantine practices and stronger COVID-19 testing.

The officials also advised all students age 12 and up to get vaccinated against COVID-19 if they have yet to do so. Under state public health guidelines, students will be required to wear a face covering when indoors regardless of their vaccination status.

“We highly encourage our students to take advantage of vaccination opportunities and universally wearing their masks,” Contra Costa County Superintendent Lynn Mackey said in a statement. “These strategies are proven to be the most effective way to prevent in-school transmission of COVID-19 virus and its variants.”

State public health and education officials have yet to mandate that eligible students get vaccinated against COVID-19 before they return to school.

They have, however, hinted that such a mandate will be considered once the U.S. Food and Drug Administration issues its full approval of the three available vaccines.

Similar vaccination mandates already exist for commutable illnesses like measles and whooping cough unless a child has a documented exemption from a doctor.

“It is important for all students to have access to a safe learning environment, and universal mask-wearing and the COVID-19 vaccine are proven to be the two most effective mitigation strategies in preventing in-school transmission of the coronavirus and its variants,” Santa Clara County Superintendent Mary Ann Dewan said.

Parents and students can view a set of frequently asked questions about the state’s K-12 guidance at cdph.ca.gov.

Coronavirus central: County reaches goal of 90% vaccination rate for eligible population

By Embarcadero Media staff

County hits milestone vaccination rate, but some communities lag

As COVID-19 cases continue to rise in San Mateo County, health officials have set a goal to vaccinate at least 80% of people in every community and subgroup by year-end. Overall, the county aims to vaccinate 90% of residents countywide.

During a meeting of the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors on Tuesday, Louise Rogers, chief of San Mateo County Health, said once more that vaccines remain the most powerful tool amid the “concerning rise of residents 12 and older have received at least the first dose of the vaccine.

But there are still pockets of the population — such as specific communities, racial/ethnic groups and age groups — where less than 80% have been vaccinated.

Geographically, the communities of Broadmoor, East Palo Alto, North Fair Oaks, El Granada, Loma Mar and Moss Beach have vaccination rates that range from that range from 51% to 76%.

In terms of race and ethnicity, vaccination rates lag below 80% among African American, Hispanic, multiracial and Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander groups.

And in terms of age, the youngest and oldest population groups have had the lowest vaccination rates, with 68% of 12- to 15-year-olds vaccinated and 64% of residents 85 and older vaccinated.

Dr. Anand Chhabra, San Mateo County Health COVID-19 mass vaccination section chief, said that “each day brings relatively small increases” in the number of vaccinated residents, but it was important that no communities are left behind.

About 74,000 of county residents eligible for vaccination remain unvaccinated, Chhabra said.

To address the low vaccination rates in some groups, the county will focus on creating convenient vaccination strategies and increasing people’s confidence in vaccines.

The county also has a vaccine education task force working to share materials that answer questions about the vaccine.

To reach its goal, the county aims to hold 14 vaccine clinics per week from August to at least October.

Rogers emphasized that unvaccinated individuals are at a higher risk of being hospitalized or dying from COVID-19. Plus, most COVID-19 cases nationwide have been among unvaccinated people.

Breakthrough cases

See CORONAVIRUS CENTRAL, page 14
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Portola Valley hosts neighborhood cleanup this weekend

Portola Valley is hosting a summer cleanup day on Saturday, Aug. 7, from 8 to 11 a.m. at the Town Center, 765 Portola Road. With some exceptions, the program accepts furniture, appliances, construction debris, green waste and electronic equipment that is no longer working.

The exceptions include liquids, tires, oil- or gas-fired space heaters, fuel cans and engine parts, hazardous wastes, green waste that includes poison oak or poison ivy, and large amounts of rock, dirt asphalt or concrete.

The event is free but participants will need to bring a copy of their GreenWaste garbage bill or the mailer insert as proof of residency.

The town notes that the lines were a lot shorter after 10 a.m. at previous events.

— Angela Swartz

Settlement reached over water damage at middle school

The city of Menlo Park has reached a settlement with the insurance company of the Los Lomitas Elementary School District, the Lexington Insurance Company, after its water main broke in October 2018 and caused damages at La Entrada Middle School. The October 2018 water main break caused water to leak into 17 classrooms, including nine of the 21 classrooms at the school’s new two-story building, and prompted two days of school closures. The November 2018 break leaked into four classrooms and also triggered the school to shut down early and resume classes the next day with port-a-potties and bottled water provided to students. And while the water main belonged to the Menlo Park Municipal Water District, Cal Water, which runs the neighboring Bear Gulch water district, stepped in to help the municipal water agency with the repairs.

The settlement covers two claims at La Entrada Middle School resulting from a break to an underground water line that the city owns, according to City Attorney Nira Doherty.

The amount of the settlement is $1.05 million, but of that, the city will only pay a portion of that, the so-called self-insured retention, or a specified dollar amount to its liability insurance policy, according to Doherty.

That amount will be paid through the city’s municipal water fund rather than the city’s general fund, Doherty added.

“The settlement that came from the city went directly to our insurance provider that covered the district’s cost associated with the water main breaks. I believe the pay out did not cover the cost of the damages,” said Beth Polito, superintendent of the Las Lomitas Elementary School District, in a statement.

“We’re really disappointed that these water main breaks occurred and glad that this matter could be resolved with all impacted parties,” said Menlo Park Mayor Drew Combs in a statement.

Grants open for small businesses

Microgrants of $5,000 to $25,000 are available to eligible small businesses and nonprofits that have been impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic through the California Small Business COVID-19 Relief Grant Program.

Eligible small businesses bringing in $2.5 million or less in yearly gross revenue or are a small nonprofit that has been operating since June 1, 2019, and have been impacted by the pandemic through business interruptions or closures, among other conditions. New applicants and wait-listed applicants from certain previous rounds should be aware that the application window runs Thursday, Sept. 9, through Thursday, Sept. 30, according to an announcement from the city of Menlo Park.

— Kate Bradshaw

Woodside committee hands out Backyard Habitat Award

Woodside resident Carol Fischer was given the Woodside Backyard Habitat Award last month by the town’s Environment: Open Space, Conservation & Sustainability Committee.

Judges noted that a significant portion of her property is maintained in a natural state, dominated by native vegetation and free of nonnative invasive plants. Unused areas of the property have been allowed to revert to a wild state, allowing native plants to spread and thrive, and it has plants that feed butterflies and birds. Raccoons and coyotes frequent Fischer’s gardens. She also sees local chickens and an occasional opossum, judges noted.

— Angela Swartz

Nine of the 21 classrooms in a brand-new two-story Las Lomitas school building were flooded after a water main broke on Oct. 25, 2018. The city of Menlo Park agreed to a $1.05 million settlement to help pay for the damages.
Palo Alto and Menlo-Atherton competed in a 7-on-7 football contest on July 21.
A brick-lined pathway leads to the front door of this bright and spacious 3-bedroom, 3-bathroom home set on nearly ¼-acre on a peaceful non-through street in Central Menlo. The traditional floorplan offers 2,000 square feet of living space and includes refinished hardwood floors, the expansive living room with a centerpiece fireplace, the family room with backyard access, and the dining room that adjoins the kitchen for easy entertaining. The primary suite includes a private outdoor entrance, while the home’s additional bedrooms provide comfort and convenience for friends and family alike. The sizable backyard offers excellent space to relax and unwind with a large patio, colorful plantings, and a newly planted lawn. And for added convenience, this home includes a 2-car garage, plus a large paver driveway for ample parking. Just moments to downtown Menlo Park, this great location is also convenient to downtown Palo Alto, Stanford University, and Caltrain, and is served by top-ranked Menlo Park schools (buyer to verify eligibility).

**OPEN HOUSE: SATURDAY & SUNDAY 1:30 PM - 4:30 PM**

www.1120MayBrown.com
Offered at $3,288,000

Listed by Audrey Sun of the DeLeon Team, the #1 Team in Menlo Park

Data from BrokerMetrics® based on MLS sales from January 1, 2020, to December 31, 2020, in Menlo Park, residential properties, with no off-MLS sales included in the rankings.

2.5% Commission Paid to Buyer’s Agent • Waived if DeLeon Buyer’s Agent

For more information contact: Audrey Sun, DRE #01933274 電話: 650.785.5822 我們精通國語和粵語
Managing Broker: Michael Repka, DRE #01854880 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty, Inc. | DRE #01903224
MODERN, SUSTAINABLE LUXURY IN MENLO PARK

The pinnacle of sustainable California living awaits in this contemporary masterpiece designed by renowned local architect Ana Williamson. Set on a corner lot of a peaceful tree-lined street, this home offers striking curb appeal with bold exterior colors and a linear fence encircling a drought-tolerant garden. Inside, beautiful engineered white oak floors extend throughout expansive gathering areas, 12-foot ceilings create a wonderful sense of openness, and windows are placed strategically to maximize daylight and reduce electric output. The living room is highlighted by a spectacular wall of 10’ glass doors that open completely to the backyard deck for true indoor/outdoor living, while the nearby casual dining area flows seamlessly into the kitchen with rift sawn white oak cabinetry and honed black Basalt countertops. With 4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, and nearly 2,300 square feet of living space, including the detached studio ADU with a full bathroom, you will find plenty of comfortable accommodations for family and friends alike. And for outdoor enjoyment, the backyard offers private space with a lawn, patio, built-in grill, and fire pit. Just moments to downtown Menlo Park, downtown Palo Alto, and Stanford University, this home is also served by top-ranked schools Laurel Elementary and Hillview Middle (buyer to verify eligibility).

OPEN HOUSE: SATURDAY & SUNDAY 1:30 PM - 4:30 PM
www.431LaurelAve.com
Offered at $3,498,000

Listed by Audrey Sun of the DeLeon Team, the #1 Team in Menlo Park

Data from BrokerMetrics® based on MLS sales from January 1, 2020, to December 31, 2020, in Menlo Park, residential properties, with no off-MLS sales included in the rankings.

2.5% Commission Paid to Buyer’s Agent • Waived if DeLeon Buyer’s Agent

For more information contact: Audrey Sun, DRE #01933274 電話: 650.669.8088 我們精通國語和粵語
Managing Broker: Michael Repka, DRE #01854880 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty, Inc. | DRE #01903224
All Kaiser Permanente employees must be vaccinated by October

Eli Walsh/Bay City News Service

Kaiser Permanente officials announced Monday that the health care provider will mandate all of its employees nationwide get vaccinated against COVID-19 by the end of September.

Roughly 78% of Kaiser employees and more than 95% of Kaiser physicians are already fully vaccinated as of July 31, according to Kaiser officials. The health care provider set a deadline of Sept. 30 for all of its employees to get fully vaccinated.

Michelle Gaskill-Hames, Kaiser’s senior vice president for the low point in June, despite a countywide vaccination rate of 78% among residents age 12 and older. San Mateo County saw the following numbers: 87 cases per day during the week of July 15.

She also noted the amount of those cases has been low, even when compared to other health care organizations and hospital settings. Across the entire Kaiser system, roughly 97% to 99% of current hospital admissions have been among unvaccinated people.

The mandate will apply across all of Kaiser’s locations in Cololrado, Georgia, Hawaii, Maryland, Oregon, Virginia, Washington and D.C., in addition to the health care provider’s locations in California, where Gov. Gavin Newsom announced a requirement last week for all health care workers to get vaccinated or be subject to frequent COVID-19 testing.

Locally, Kaiser has a sprawling campus in Redwood City and a medical facility in Mountain View. Across the country, Kaiser has more than 216,000 employees and employs more than 23,000 physicians.

“The COVID-19 vaccines offer us the path to move beyond the pandemic in the same way vaccination has brought an end to the epidemics of smallpox, polio, measles and other deadly diseases,” The Permanente Federation co-CEO Dr. Ramin Davidoff said in a statement.

Gaskill-Hames said Kaiser will require its unvaccinated workers to begin testing regularly on Aug. 23, but that Kaiser officials hoped to go one step further and render the testing requirement unnecessary after Sept. 30 by reaching full vaccination.

She argued that the best way to support the industry is to get vaccinated and significantly reduce the chance of getting hospitalized because of a COVID-19 infection.

“We have a huge outpouring of love and support to the health care industry as we were going through the first and second surges,” she said. “We need that same help now as we’re starting to see our (intensive care units) fill up again.”

INDOOR MANDATE continued from page 5

Health officials said residents are strongly discouraged from dining indoors and are asked to mask up in crowded outdoor areas.

Sonoma County Health Officer Sundari Mase said the COVID-19 vaccine remains one of the strongest protections against the virus, and that the infection rate among the unvaccinated is six times higher than those who are vaccinated — a stark difference, given that unvaccinated residents make up just a small minority of the county population. But she said the vaccine alone is not enough to guarantee social status, which is a much more widespread and aggressive opponent.

The California Department of Public Health reported that the deluge of COVID cases this month, a rapid increase from just 53.1% in June and 5.9% in May. In Sonoma, it accounts for 95% of all new cases.

“It’s not the same virus that we were combating last year, or even a few months ago,” Mase said.

Fully vaccinated residents are included in the mask mandate because, too, can get infected with so-called breakthrough cases, and Los Angeles County health officials reported last week that 20% of all new cases were among those who were vaccinated. Though people who are vaccinated are far less likely to suffer severe illness or end up in the hospital, they may spread the virus in public settings like grocery stores and restaurants.

In a statement following the press conference, Scott Morrow, San Mateo County’s health officer, described the mask mandate as a less disruptive public health requirement that can reduce community transmission while still allowing higher-risk activities to take place.

“As San Mateo County joins its neighbors in issuing these orders, the goal is to avoid disrupting businesses and residents’ everyday activities,” Morrow said. “We want our communities to stay open while being as safe as possible.”

Like past mask mandates, Han said he recommends people wear a surgical or medical-grade mask and, barring that, a well-fitted cloth mask. Enforcement will largely fall to individual businesses, many of which made face coverings optional for vaccinated individuals less than two months ago.

 Though the new public health orders are even-handed with residents regardless of COVID-19 status, public health officials were emphatic in encouraging people to get vaccinated. Broad nationwide trends show that 97% of people who get hospitalized with severe symptoms are unvaccinated, and local hospital admissions for people with COVID are surging. In Contra Costa County, the number of hospitalized COVID-19 patients doubled in just the past 10 days, and was up 400% in the month of July.

In Sonoma, 100% of the ICU patients with COVID were unvaccinated and could have protected themselves from the virus.

“This is really tragic given the widespread availability of vaccines in the area,” Mase said. “It’s needed now more than ever.”

Email Staff Writer Kevin Forestieri at kforestieri@mvvoice.com.

CORONAVIRUS CENTRAL continued from page 9

— COVID-19 cases among vaccinated individuals — have been rare in San Mateo County.

Between December and mid-July, less than 1% of COVID-19 cases in San Mateo County have been among vaccinated individuals. Specifically, there have been 158 breakthrough cases out of 17,148 cases total, Chabra said.

However, Rogers said vaccinated people infected with the delta variant can still spread the virus, as the delta variant is more transmissible than other variants.

Rogers also noted a rise in cases at long-term care facilities. Supervisor Dave Pine asked whether the cases at long-term care facilities were breakthrough cases, as long-term care residents were one of the first groups in line for the vaccine.

“We’ve done a very good job of getting everyone vaccinated,” Rogers said. “But the flow of patients in and out of those facilities also introduces some risk so I can’t confirm that they are actually all breakthrough cases.”

A recent state health order will require long-term care facilities to verify the vaccination status of their workers, starting Aug. 9.

While board President David Canepa agreed with the idea of vaccine passports, which would require proof of vaccination in certain settings, Rogers said they would have to consider who has the authority to regulate a vaccine passport.

Canepa reminded the public that vaccines are safe and effective.

“Vaccinations do work and there’s the science and data to back it up,” Canepa said. “So I don’t want to reaffirm that to people who are non-believers.”

San Mateo County’s COVID-19 health data and information are available at smchealth.org/coronavirus.

Comprehensive COVID-19 coverage


CalMatters and Bay City News Service contributed to this report.
561 RUBY STREET
REDWOOD CITY

BRIGHT, SPACIOUS WITH STYLISH APPOINTMENTS

Elegance abounds in this spacious home that offers a graceful floorplan along with 4,300 square feet of luxurious living space. A grand formal entry with a soaring ceiling and glittering chandelier sets the stage for this home’s stylish ambiance, as hardwood floors extend throughout gathering areas beginning with the living room centered by a marble fireplace, and continuing into the dining room that opens to the eat-in kitchen. Offering an incredible 6 bedrooms and 7 bathrooms, this home provides an abundance of space for family and friends alike, highlighted by 3 bedroom suites including the primary suite with a spa-like marble bathroom and private balcony. For added convenience, this home includes an office with excellent work-from-home space, while the detached 3-car garage provides a flexible-use room that can be used as a gym or yoga studio. And for outdoor enjoyment, the backyard offers great space with a lush lawn, patio, greenhouse, and privacy hedges surrounding the perimeter. Just moments to the parks, fields, and services of the Red Morton Community Center, this home is also convenient to downtown Redwood City, Caltrain, and major commute routes.

OPEN HOUSE: SATURDAY & SUNDAY 1:30 PM - 4:30 PM
www.561Ruby.com
Offered at $2,988,000

Listed by Audrey Sun and Francis Lopez of the DeLeon Team, the #1 Team in San Mateo County

Data from BrokerMetrics® based on MLS sales from January 1, 2020, to December 31, 2020, in San Mateo County, residential properties, with no off-MLS sales included in the rankings.

For more information contact us at 650.684.0887
Audrey Sun, DRE #01933274 | audrey@deleonrealty.com | Francis Lopez, DRE #02119541 | francis@deleonrealty.com
Managing Broker: Michael Repka, DRE #01854880 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty, Inc. | DRE #01903224
LEAF BLOWERS
continued from page 5

their gardeners, or have helped finance them,” said Richards, who lives near Corte Madera School, in an email. “We also personally handed out the flyers announcing the buyback program to a number of gardeners who didn’t seem to be aware of the new ordinance, and who have since made the switch.”

The tendency is to continue with the long tradition in Portola Valley of relying on friendly neighborhood ‘grass’ persuasion.

Mayor Maryann Derwin agreed that it seems quieter in town since the ban, she said in an email.

Portola Valley’s recent ordinance is part of a regional effort to ban, or limit use, of the devices, which are known to create excessive noise and disperse toxic chemicals, such as formaldehyde and hydrocarbons. Los Altos banned gas-powered leaf blowers in 1991, Palo Alto in 2000, and Los Gatos in 2014. Last year, Woodside adopted an ordinance limiting the hours that commercial leaf blowers can be used to mirror the town’s construction hours. Since the ordinance took effect in October, Woodside Town Manager Kevin Bryant said he has only received one complaint of someone violating the time limits.

Portola Valley.org shared several takeaways after reviewing the pilot data:

- The electric blower effectively blew debris off the tennis court, park if there were limited heavy debris or wet areas.
- The electric blower is “a bit quieter” and lighter than their gas-powered blower.
- The battery life was “substantially” lower than the unit’s guide indicated (180 minutes versus just 15 to 20 minutes for the 5.0 Ah battery and 30 to 40 minutes for the 7.5 Ah battery). If sufficiently charged, it would just be adequate to blow the main pathway loop around the park if there were limited heavy debris or wet areas.
- The electric blower effectively blew debris off the tennis court, park if there were limited heavy debris or wet areas.

Restaurants and council response to the pilot

Residents shared their hesitancy about banning gas-pow- ered leaf blowers in town. Atherton Mayor Elizabeth Lewis said at the July 21 meeting that gas-powered blowers have “more power” and “work better.”

“Do the residents care more about the noise than the perfor- mance?” he asked the council.

Residents Patti and Ross Spezza ferro said as master gardeners they know that leaf blowers can damage soil health, but it would take a lot more time to maintain their gardens without gas-powered blowers. They said residents may have to pay more for gardening if the work takes longer.

Ross said he supports reducing greenhouse gas emissions so he is “conflicted” because electric leaf blowers are “nowhere near as powerful” as gas-powered blowers. With the size of yards in Atherton, gardeners would need to have portable generators handy where there are no outlets to keep the blowers going for longer.

“It’s nice to encourage them (electric-powered blowers) where they make sense, but it wouldn’t make sense to ban gas-powered leaf blowers because they’re so practical,” Ross said.

Schoolwoman Diana Hawkins-Manulian noted the town can make a lot of changes short of banning all gas-pow- ered blowers, such as limiting times residents can use the blowers, dictating different rules for residents versus commercial properties (such as the schools in town or the Menlo Circus Club), and banning two-stroke leaf blowers that tend to produce more pollutants than four-stroke blowers.

“When the air is full of ashes after a fire, people are blowing all sorts of toxic ashes,” she said.

“There’s already all sorts of information about how it affects allergies and health issues.”

The Portola Valley Town Council banned gas-powered leaf blowers earlier this year, while Atherton officials are still considering their options.

Hesitant Atherton officials start with pilot program

Atherton council members are more skeptical about banning gas-powered leaf blowers, though some are passionate about making some changes to reduce the noise and spread of pollutants from gas-powered blowers. At its July 21 meeting, the council directed the Environmental Programs Com- mittee to create an education campaign on the effects of gas-powered blowers and draft an ordinance with proposed restrictions.

Nearly two years ago, Atherton officials began examining how to manage leaf blowers in town. In January, council members stopped short of a ban and opted to institute a pilot project to test battery-powered leaf blowers in Holbrook-Palmer Park and on public streets in town. The City Council also voted to restrict the use of leaf blowers on Sparrow the Air days through fall 2022.

With the test complete, staff shared several takeaways after pursuing the Pilot+ Power+ backpack blower (at a cost of $1,210 for batteries, the leaf blowers and chargers):

- The electric blower is a “bit quieter” and lighter than their gas-powered blower.
- The battery life was “substantially” lower than the unit’s guide indicated (180 minutes versus just 15 to 20 minutes for the 5.0 Ah battery and 30 to 40 minutes for the 7.5 Ah battery). If sufficiently charged, it would just be adequate to blow the main pathway loop around the park if there were limited heavy debris or wet areas.
- The electric blower effectively blew debris off the tennis court, park if there were limited heavy debris or wet areas.

The police department measured the battery-powered leaf blowers ranged in noise lev- els from 60 to 80 decibels versus about 70 to 85 decibels from gas- powered blowers. The reason for the only slight difference is because the battery blower operated at a lower decibel level and at a higher pitch, lowering its perceived noise level.

The town’s mowing subcon- tractor will continue to use its gas-powered blower to clear mowed grass from the pathways and other areas.

Atherton resident and council response to the pilot

Residents shared their hesi- tancy about banning gas-pow- ered leaf blowers in town. John Maulbetsch said at the July 21 meeting that gas-powered blowers have “more power” and “work better.”

“Do the residents care more about the noise than the perfor- mance?” he asked the council.

Residents Patti and Ross Spezzaferro said as master gardeners they know that leaf blowers can damage soil health, but it would take a lot more time to maintain their gardens without gas-powered blowers. They also said residents may have to pay more for gardening if the work takes longer.

Ross said he supports reducing greenhouse gas emissions so he is “conflicted” because electric leaf blowers are “nowhere near as powerful” as gas-powered blowers. With the size of yards in Atherton, gardeners would need to have portable generators handy where there are no outlets to keep the blowers going for longer.

“It’s nice to encourage them (electric-powered blowers) where they make sense, but it wouldn’t make sense to ban gas-powered leaf blowers because they’re so practical,” Ross said.

Mayor Elizabeth Lewis and Councilman Rick DeGolia said a rake and broom could do the same job as a leaf blower without the air exhaust generated by the blowers.

Councilwoman Diana Hawkins-Manulian noted the town can make a lot of changes short of banning all gas-pow- ered blowers, such as limiting times residents can use the blowers, dictating different rules for residents versus commercial properties (such as the schools in town or the Menlo Circus Club), and banning two-stroke leaf blowers that tend to produce more pollutants than four-stroke blowers.

“Kids running through the air is full of ashes after a fire, people are blowing all sorts of toxic ashes,” she said.

“There’s already all sorts of information about how it affects allergies and health issues.”

SCHOOL EMPLOYEES
continued from page 1

County so far have been reluc- tant to implement a vaccination mandate outside of their own public employees, instead stick- ing with recommendations to implement them in the work- place, for example.

On July 26, the American Fed- eration of Teachers, which repre- sents about 1.7 million educators across the nation, according to its website, issued a press release that stated vaccinations should “be negotiated between employ- ers and workers, not coerced.”

Some universities and local school districts are already requiring teachers and students to be vaccinated before they come to campus this fall.

Stanford University announced its decision to do so in late April; the Foothill-De Anza Com- munity College District Board of Trustees adopted a vaccine mandate for its students and employees in June; and San Jose Unified School District, the larg- est school district in San Jose, announced on July 27 that it will require teachers and staff to be vaccinated or tested twice a week for COVID-19.

López said on Tuesday that he has not yet had conversa- tions with the Ravenswood City School District regarding its vaccination progress, but followed Becker in urging everyone to get vaccinated.

“We are now largely vaccinat- ed,” López said, referring to the East Palo Alto population. “But we are not done.”

Email Editorial Assistant Lloyd Lee at lle@paweekly.com.
POLICE REFORM

continued from page 5

type of group that instead would advise the City Council.

How to select committee members was another question. On one side of the argument, Nash said she favored having a formal commission or committee that is mandated to have public meetings and has certain transparency and accountability expectations.

On the other, Councilman Ray Mueller said he was convinced of the existing approach years ago, when former police Chief Bob Jonsen said he didn’t want appointments to the committee to become politicized.

Council members raised various other issues they hoped the police department would address. Nash said she wanted to have more discussions around Taser use, the city’s K-9 unit, mutual aid and how the number of workers who come into the community during the day affects police resources.

She also suggested inviting leaders from other cities who are piloting different approaches to policing to speak to the city — for instance, San Francisco’s Street Crisis Response Team, which deploys teams made up of a community paramedic, mental health clinician and peer counselor and serves as first responders to nonviolent mental health calls. She also pointed to how the city of San Jose assigns code enforcement matters to its planning and building department rather than the police department.

Police chief’s response

Norris, Menlo Park’s new police chief, explained that his first 100 days have involved an extensive listening tour, meeting with police officers and staff as well as city staff and community members.

He said many of the concerns voiced about policing at a national level are likely to be addressed by the implementation of Senate Bill 230, which passed in 2019 and lays out clearer rules limiting the use of deadly force by police, especially when interacting with people who experience physical, mental health, developmental, or intellectual disabilities.

“We in California are way ahead of the game on a lot of the pieces that are in the national narrative,” Norris told the council.

In addition to taking steps to comply with that legislation, he said, the Menlo Park Police Department is working on making public records more transparent. The department offers a daily police log, which generally presents a limited but detailed view of daily activities, while a daily log in the city’s open data portal lists more interactions but provides fewer details. He’s looking into which format to use to share those public records with the community, Norris said.

He said he’s open to shifts toward more progressive public safety approaches, like boosting transparency, providing better responses to homelessness and mental health issues, reducing the need for armed police to respond to the community, and having a community-police advisory team that provides input on police policies.

Over the coming months, he added, he’s also hoping to provide more information about how the department works with the community and find common goals.

Locals’ input

In public comments, residents weighed in on which aspects of policing in the community ought to change.

Kathleen Daly, owner of Cafe Zoe, said she’s interested in the topic as both an employer of young people of color and as someone who has family members with mental illness and developmental disability. She urged the city and police department to figure out ways to reform policing so that young people of color don’t feel emotionally traumatized when they interact with the police, and so that police don’t have to worry if they’ll survive their next interaction.

“We live in the Bay Area of the U.S. of A,” she said. “We have the ability to figure this out. We should be figuring this out.”

Resident Gail Sredanovic asked the council to review topics such as police interactions with U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, how to prevent Taser-related deaths, the pitfalls of facial recognition technology, and how to avoid racial bias in policing. “Racial bias is hard to get rid of,” she said.

One question, from Belle Haven resident Alejandro Vilchez, was why the city hasn’t yet enacted some recommendations developed in the Belle Haven Visioning Process, conducted in 2013, which he helped lead. One of the recommendations, he said, was to hire a new city employee to facilitate communication between the community, the police department and city staff. He also encouraged the police department to extend the hours of its neighborhood service station in Belle Haven.

Email Staff Writer Kate Bradshaw at kbradshaw@almanacnews.com.

Your COVID-19 vaccine questions — answered

We’ve compiled a list of who can currently get vaccinated in San Mateo and Santa Clara counties, plus answers to common questions and links to resources. Access the page at tinyurl.com/COVIDVaccinequestions. Have a question? Send it to editor@paweekly.com and we’ll do our best to answer it.

NATALYA JONES

Natalya Jones, Menlo Park’s director of childcare programs, with daughter Brooklyn in Hawaii in December 2020. Jones was wary of COVID-19 vaccines before getting so sick in April that she was hospitalized for over two months.

NATALYA JONES

continued from page 1

Jones said, she was wary of the COVID-19 vaccines and hadn’t received one.

“I just felt it was developed really fast,” she said. “I didn’t necessarily trust it.”

Now, she said, she works to dissuade other skeptics of their vaccine hesitancy. “I try to tell people, yeah, it was created really fast, and yeah, there’s a lot of questions, (but) it could save your life,” Jones said. “I could have been dead. I don’t want somebody to go through that.”

Jones said she was overwhelemed with a appreciation when she learned about the fund. “When I woke up and saw it, I was just shocked, surprised and very grateful,” she said. “Even now, I’m still shocked at how much was raised by families in the community that I’ve been working with. I never expected that outpouring of love and support.”

Right now, she doesn’t yet have a timeline for when she’ll get back to her work with children. “Once I can get back to a baseline, I’ll be going back. I have a lot more I think I can offer to the community,” she said.

Email Staff Writer Kate Bradshaw at kbradshaw@almanacnews.com.

Getting your COVID-19 vaccine questions answered

We’ve compiled a list of who can currently get vaccinated in San Mateo and Santa Clara counties, plus answers to common questions and links to resources. Access the page at tinyurl.com/COVIDVaccinequestions. Have a question? Send it to editor@paweekly.com and we’ll do our best to answer it.
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Public Notices

995 Fictitious Name Statement

ANDREW LOGAN PSYCHOTHERAPY
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No. 288104
The following person (persons) is (are) doing business as: Andrew Logan Psychotherapy, located at 2995 Woodside Road, Ste. 260, Woodside, CA 94062, San Mateo County.
Registered owner(s): ANDREW LOGAN PSYCHOTHERAPY, A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
2995 Woodside Road, Suite 260
Woodside, CA 94062

College Decrypted

COLLEGE DECRYPTED
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No. 288402
The following person (persons) is (are) doing business as: College Decrypted, located at 17 Parker Ave., Atherton, CA 94027, San Mateo County.
Registered owner(s): METIS BIOCONSULTING LLC
17 1st St.
Atherton, CA 94027

WanderlostSam

WANDERLOSTSAM
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No. 288107
The following person (persons) is (are) doing business as: WanderlostSam, located at 1501 El Camino Real, Suite B, Belmont, CA 94002, San Mateo County.
Registered owner(s): SAMIRA BAKHTIARY
888 Foster City Blvd. O6
Foster City, CA 94404

College Decrypted

GARAGE DOOR REPAIR PROS
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No. 288384
The following person (persons) is (are) doing business as: Garage Door Repair Pros, located at 906 Tinsley St., East Palo Alto, CA 94303, San Mateo County.
Registered owner(s): DUCK CLEANING, LLC
906 Tinsley St.
East Palo Alto, CA 94303

College Decrypted

DISCOVER A FRESCO
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No. 288385
The following person (persons) is (are) doing business as: Discover A Fresco, located at 176 Talwood Drive, Daly City, CA 94014, San Mateo County.
Registered owner(s): SEAN JOSEPH MANINGBAT REYES
176 Talwood Drive
Daly City CA 94014
FRANCES REYES
176 Talwood Drive Daly City CA 94014

College Decrypted

GARAGE DOOR REPAIR PROS
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No. 288384
This statement was filed with the County Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on June 22, 2021. (ALM July 16, 23, 30, Aug. 6, 2021)

WANDERLOSTSAM
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No. 288107
This statement was filed with the County Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on November 4, 2009. (ALM July 16, 23, 30, Aug. 6, 2021)

MANUEL PAINTING AND REGLAZING INC.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No. 288334
This business is conducted by: Married Partnership.
The registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on N/A.
This statement was filed with the County Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on July 28, 2021. (ALM Aug. 6, 13, 20, 27, 2021)

Marketplace

Viewpoint

By Randi Shafton and Amika Guillaume

S
ince March 2020, we have worried about the lack of sleep, grief, finances and social isolation of low-income students and families. There has been heartbreaking loss, financial strain and unemployment, and a clear, disproportionate impact on low-income communities. East Palo Alto has seen four times more COVID-19 cases than Menlo Park and seven times more than Atherton.

And yet, there have also been incredible stories of joy, strength and celebration from these hard-hit communities.

Against all odds, low-income students and families have continued to prevail. East Palo Alto Academy High School saw their college persistence rate improve from 26% to 80%. At Peninsula Bridge, 100% of 12th grade students are matriculating to college this fall, with 95% being the first in their family to do so.

It is resilience — rather than heartbreak — that we want to illuminate and celebrate. As author Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie reminds us, there is danger in the single story. While we acknowledge the struggles that low-income students faced last year brought, it is imperative to also shed light on the incredible complexity and triumph of low-income students during this pandemic.

Like many students this past year, Daniel began his first year at UC Riverside at home, struggling to find a proper learning environment where he could focus on his physics classes. Countless low-income students have found themselves taking classes from their families’ studio apartment, with no quiet space to work. After finding an old tent in storage, Daniel began to use it as his own “backyard dorm.” With a space to get space for his college studies, Daniel will give our students the power, strength and resilience that has already found a way to honor her family member.

These stories are not exceptions. There are countless more examples of the hardships our students and their families faced and the innumerable institutional barriers that we must continue to dismantle.

It is not OK that a student is using a tent in his front yard to complete his college coursework. It is not OK that a 15-year-old is responsible for planning a funeral for her father. And yet, each story also contains incredible stories of joy, strength and resilience, and the innumerable institutional barriers that we must continue to dismantle.

We firmly believe that it is this tenacity and resilience that will give our students the power, access and opportunity to dismantle the immeasurable and unacceptable barriers that lay ahead.

For those who have not yet faced adversity can develop perseverance through experiencing productive struggle and delayed gratification. There are countless avenues to help understand the joys of working hard and earning success, including playing sports, learning a musical instrument and participating in community service. Yet, it is still crucial that our community continue to ask questions about inclusivity, communal responsibility and sense of belonging in the hopes of building a more just, equitable and caring community. When we listen to and support diverse perspectives, we all flourish.

*Name has been changed to protect underage students.

Randi Shafton is the executive director of Peninsula Bridge and can be reached at randi@peninsulabridge.org. Amika Guillaume is the principal of East Palo Alto Academy and can be reached at aguillaume@seq.org.
Making Beautiful Music Together

Palo Alto Chamber Orchestra School nurtures small ensembles with collaborative spirit

By Karla Kane

Violinist Claudia Bloom has been hooked on chamber music from a young age. “For me, it’s so exciting to be able to be heard in a group and to express your music in a very intimate setting,” she said. “It’s so much fun. It’s very gratifying, and you learn how to interpret music along with other musicians.”

Her musical family (including a cellist brother and father and twin sister who are pianists) and her teacher, renowned violinist Anne Crowden, fostered in Bloom a lifelong love of playing in small ensembles. Wanting to encourage new generations of chamber musicians, she founded the Palo Alto School of Chamber Music, which has been offering locals the chance to learn, bond and play with peers since 2015.

Bloom grew up in the East Bay, studying and playing music intensively. After earning a bachelor’s degree from Manhattan School of Music and a master’s degree from Yale School of Music, she got her dream job: a teaching position at the Manhattan School of Music and a master’s degree from New York University, where she met her husband, and teaching private lessons. Still, “chamber music is my passion,” Bloom said. “I really like to play in a small group, where every person had their own unique role, and their part to fill or else the music wouldn’t work. It was a different experience than the orchestra, where as long as most people played their part the rest could do whatever they wanted,” she told this news organization.

The Palo Alto School of Chamber Music, which has been officially born in 2015, starting small and has now expanded into year-round participation in large orchestras are undoubtedly invaluable experiences for musicians, says Bloom. Chamber music offers a unique opportunity for students to both work as an ensemble and an individual.

“I think chamber music, everyone works together and roots for each other because we all have our own part to contribute,” says Willa Bednarz, Gunn High School student.

“I had to start all over again,” she said. But she quickly became part of the local music scene, forming and joining numerous chamber groups, serving as second violinist with Opera San Jose, subbing for the San Francisco Symphony, playing in a klezmer group alongside her husband, and teaching private lessons. Still, “chamber music is really my passion,” Bloom said. Inspiration to develop a school came out of the small groups she was hosting at her home.

“I thought, ‘You know, I would really like to do this and collaborate with my friends who are also private teachers,’” she said. And so, the Palo Alto School of Chamber Music was officially born in 2015, starting out as a summer program, then expanding into year-round coaching sessions for children, teens and adults.

“There’s so much that goes into playing chamber music — teamwork, being responsible, public speaking, we have a theory component now, a little composition — they perform for each other and parents and friends at the end of the session,” Bloom said. “They come away feeling really good about themselves because they have input, they have a voice.”

At the school, interested students are matched in a group (trio, quartet or quintet) of peers at their level. Each group receives coaching from the faculty and rehearses weekly, forming a tight bond with both their coach and their fellow musicians. An optional orchestral ensemble also rehearses weekly. In addition to Bloom, local musicians Be’eri Moalem, Lucinda Breed Lenicheck, Virginia Smedberg, Gulnar Spurlock, Yueh Chou and Susan Macy make up the faculty.

Claudia Bloom, the director of the Palo Alto School of Chamber Music, plays the violin in her Palo Alto home on July 29.

Moalem, who in addition to coaching small groups also conducts the school’s Allegro Ensemble (and has contributed as a music writer to this news organization), recalled fondly the first time he played a duet in harmony, at age 12. “It felt like my soul was being tickled and I burst out in tearful laughter. It was such an exciting experience and I’ve been chasing that feeling ever since,” he said. “I’m very happy to have an opportunity to teach chamber music, passing on the gift that was once passed to me.”

While private lessons and participation in large orchestras are undoubtedly invaluable experiences for musicians, Bloom said chamber music offers a unique opportunity for students to both work as an ensemble and an individual.

“I really liked to play in a small group, where every person had their own unique role, and their part to fill or else the music wouldn’t work. It was a different experience than the orchestra, where as long as most people played their part the rest could do whatever they wanted,” he told this news organization.

San Jose-based cellist Tyler Biesemeyer, 16, agreed. “It feels a lot more personal,” he said. “Everyone has direct communication with each other and everyone’s opinions are heard and valued equally.”

The school, which was formerly housed at First Lutheran Church in Palo Alto, this September will move to a new home in a new city, on the campus of Yew Chung International School of Silicon Valley (310 Easy St., Mountain View). For the foreseeable future, participants will be masked, and auditions are currently held via video rather than in person.

When the COVID-19 pandemic first struck, the school was forced to cancel planned performances by its 10 chamber groups.

“We had to say goodbye right before they performed for the spring session,” Bloom said. The faculty pivoted to online lessons, with some chamber groups continuing to meet in outdoor and distanced rehearsals.

“During the pandemic, my quartet was able to keep playing on my teacher’s front lawn,” Bednarz said. “Being with friends and practicing under the trees was always a highlight of my week.”

The school also serves a social function, offering a way to meet new people and form friendships. And Bloom and the rest of the faculty strive to offer an empowering experience, free from pressure. “I have students who are also in youth orchestras. Some of them have a lot of expectations and are high-powered,” Bloom said. “Ours is, I would say, a little different. We are trying not to compete with other programs. The main draw is that we are encouraging, we’re nurturing.”

More information is available at schoolofchambermusic.com.

Email Arts & Entertainment Editor Karla Kane at kkane@paweekly.com.

Palo Alto School of Chamber Music Director Claudia Bloom sits with students playing together at the First Lutheran Church in Palo Alto.
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Asian Farm Cuisine brings pad thai burritos and more to Redwood City

By Sara Hayden

Chef Sok Hor is cooking up old favorites in new ways at Asian Farm Cuisine in Redwood City. Since opening in the spring, Hor and her family have been refining the menu, figuring out what resonates best with hungry guests at 3176 Middlefield Road. Owned by Hor’s son Nick Khov, the restaurant has drawn diners from as far as San Jose just for the pad thai burrito. The dish riffs on a favorite pad thai recipe at Asya, another restaurant by Khov, featuring Japanese and Thai cuisine at 3215 Oak Knoll Drive (also in Redwood City). The burrito, however, is unique to Asian Farm. Khov’s younger brother, Try, got the idea from social media for bringing together the best of both worlds, adding noodles to burritos. He saw potential in a ramen burrito, as well as Panda Express’s introduction of an orange chicken chow mein burrito.

“I said, ‘Why not try something new and see where it goes?’” Try Khov says. “Everybody wants an Instagrammable picture, and a new concept they haven’t done before.”

Originally, the family aimed to offer a fast-casual Chinese food experience at Asian Farm. “Think of a Panda Express- or Chipotle-style restaurant,” Try Khov says. But with those restaurants already so firmly established, they found it hard to stand out from the competition. They also wanted to improve on the business model for better food.

“A lot of the issues we had were logistical: How could we better prep the food, and keep it for customers that come later in the day?” Try Khov says. “Now we cook the food as people order to maintain freshness and quality, while minimizing food waste.” Asian Farm offers takeout and delivery. On-site, there are a few tables guests can sit at after ordering from the counter. Those who visit can also pick up freshly baked croissants, muffins and bagels at Brew Coffee — the cafe and bakery, owned by Try Khov’s brother-in-law Ken Huot, shares the same space as Asian Farm.

If you have room for dessert (say, something peanut butter and jelly- or chocolate Nutella-inspired), Brew Coffee is also now collaborating with Yessi’s Cake Creations, a fellow Redwood City business. Its founder first started coming to the Middlefield Road location as a customer, and the family was taken by a cake she made for an anniversary celebration. “It’s just absolutely adorbs,” says brother-in-law Try Khov.

Try Khov says. Now Brew Coffee offers customers her cupcakes alongside matcha lattes, blended drinks with boba, coffee and other treats.

“In the future we might scale it up and do cakes. It’s just great in terms of local businesses doing partnerships with each other.”

From dad Hong Cheam’s Donut Delite in San Mateo to bagels in Oakland, the family’s been cooking up different creations throughout the Bay Area for more than 20 years. Try Khov says they’ll continue to do so, including at Asian Farm and Brew Coffee.

“We’re still experimenting on a few things,” he said. “Our current menu is not going to be our final menu.”

Asian Farm Cuisine, 3176 Middlefield Road, Redwood City; (650) 679-6448.

Dig into food news. Follow the Peninsula Foodist on Instagram @peninsulafoodist and subscribe to the newsletter at almanacnews.com/express/foodist to get insights on the latest openings and closings, learn what the Foodist is excited about eating, read exclusive interviews and keep up on the trends affecting local restaurants.

LEHUA GREENMAN

“With confidence, you have won before you have started.”

650.245.1845 COMPASS

Redwood City businesses are partnering to offer something sweet. Yessi’s Cake Creations is now supplying cupcakes to Brew Coffee.

Brew Coffee’s Thai iced tea. Owner Ken Huot “puts a lot of time and pride into his drinks, making something unique you can’t find in other areas,” says brother-in-law Try Khov.
Why Support Local Journalism?

Our subscribing members say it best...

“Really inspired by your ability to keep grasping and improving ... It’s just so exhausting being a reporter right now. Thank you for serving the community.”

- Clay L.

Will you join the thousands of others supporting local journalism?

Now’s your moment to step up when we need you the most.

Subscribe now at AlmanacNews.com/join

You can also subscribe for one year by mailing a check for $120 ($60 for seniors and students) to us at 450 Cambridge Ave., Palo Alto 94306.
YOUR NEW HOME AWAITS

1180 FOREST AVE
PALO ALTO
$4,988,000 | 4 Bd | 3 Bth
www.1180Forest.com

96 HEATHER DR
ATHERTON
$13,488,000 | 8 Bd | 12 Bth
www.96HeatherDR.com

2080 MIDDLEFIELD RD
PALO ALTO
$2,988,000 | 3 Bd | 2 Bth
www.2080Middlefield.com

98 RIDGE VIEW DR
ATHERTON
$13,988,000 | 6 Bd | 7.5 Bth
www.97RidgeViewDr.com

199 MAPACHE DR
PORTOLA VALLEY
$14,988,000 | 5 Bd | 6.5 Bth
www.199Mapache.com

1170 MAY BROWN AVE
MENLO PARK
$5,988,000 | 3 Bd | 3 Bth
www.1170MayBrown.com

2000 AMHERST ST
PALO ALTO
$1,970,000 | 2 Bd | 2 Bth
www.2000Amherst.com

2072 ASHTON AVE
MENLO PARK
$3,588,000 | 5 Bd | 4.5 Bth
www.2072AshtonAve.com

23475 CAMINO HERMOSO DR
LOS ALTOS HILLS
$5,988,000 | 5 Bd | 6 Bth
www.23475CaminoHermoso.com

97 SANTIAGO AVE
ATHERTON
$19,788,000 | 1.43 Acre Lot
www.97Santiago.com

51 CRESCENT DR
PALO ALTO
$15,900,000 | 5 Bd | 8 Bth
www.51Crescent.com

303 ATHERTON AVE
ATHERTON
$19,988,000 | 7 Bd | 8 Bth
www.303AthertonAve.com

1968 MENALTO AVE
MENLO PARK
$1,988,000 | 4 Bd | 3 Bth
www.1968Menalto.com

327 STOCKBRIDGE AVE
ATHERTON
$12,988,000 | 5 Bd | 8 Bth
www.327Stockbridge.com

26660 SNELL LANE
LOS ALTOS HILLS
$4,488,000 | 4 Bd | 3.5 Bth
www.26660Snell.com

1336 EMERSON ST
PALO ALTO
$9,988,000 | 5 Bd | 4 Bth
www.1336Emerson.com

SCAN THE QR CODE
FOR MORE DETAILS
OR VISIT US AT
DELEONREALTY.COM

Managing Broker: Michael Repka, DRE #01854880 | DeLeon Realty, DRE # 01903224
OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY 8/7 & SUNDAY 8/8 1:30 PM - 4:30 PM

1120 MAY BROWN AVE
MENLO PARK
$3,288,000 | 3 Bd | 3 Bth
www.1120MayBrown.com

431 LAUREL AVE
MENLO PARK
$3,498,000 | 4 Bd | 4 Bth
www.431LaurelAve.com

561 RUBY ST
REDWOOD CITY
$2,988,000 | 6 Bd | 7 Bth
www.561Ruby.com

505 CASITA WAY
LOS ALTOS
$3,988,000 | 4 Bd | 3 Bth
www.505Casita.com

170 HAWTHORNE AVE
PALO ALTO
$3,485,000 | 4 Bd | 4.5 Bth
www.170Hawthorne.com

SATURDAY ONLY

PROUDLY SERVING
SILICON VALLEY

Managing Broker: Michael Repka, DRE #01854880 | DeLeon Realty, DRE # 01903224
PORTOLA VALLEY | $8,500,000
This unique French-style 4 bedrooms, 4 baths and 2 half baths home in Central Portola Valley is a true gem. In addition to its superior finishes and floor plan, it has spectacular outdoor areas with views of Windy Hill. Chef’s kitchen with adjacent family room. Features include the master suite with fireplace, backyard pool and hot tub.
Matthew Mills
650.863.2621
matthew.mills@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #02050582

MENLO PARK | $3,395,000
Welcome to this charming Mid-Century Modern home set in West Menlo Park. Live in this bright and sunny single-story home on an approximately 10,250 square foot lot or build the home of your dreams. Enjoy close proximity to downtown and Stanford Shopping Center from this convenient location. Award-winning Menlo Park schools.
Wendy B. McPherson
650.619.4044
wmcpherson@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #00572958

SAN CARLOS | $2,349,000
Situated on a lovely cul-de-sac is this beautiful 5br/4ba home with great curb appeal. Living room features hardwood floors, built-in bookshelves and wood burning fireplace. Separate family room off the kitchen. Spacious primary suite w/fireplace. Close to downtown San Carlos shops, parks and public transportation.
Sandy Rostad
650.888.1078
srostad@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #01279392